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Abstract

The study of bugs can provide important information to understand their nature in the context of complex soft-
ware systems as well as supporting developers in their detection, fix and prevention. Previous studies focused on
analyzing bugs under different perspectives such as changes at code level, frequency, semantics, symptoms, root
causes and reproducibility through test cases. Although these studies offer valid methodologies that can be applied
in different areas of bugs analysis, literature suggests that very little focus has been aimed towards configuration
management systems.

This research has the goal to provide a characterization of bugs in the Moby configuration management system,
an open framework used to create container systems. A random sample of 100 collected Moby bugs is manually
inspected and categorized by their (1) symptoms, (2) root causes, (3) impact, (4) fixes, (5) system dependency and
(6) triggers. Some representative takeaways suggest that: bugs symptoms are mostly linked to a specific root cause,
which means that bugs occur in certain areas of the system; the modular nature of Moby drives up the criticality
of the bugs as each component needs to work correctly; bugs are overall hard to reproduce as only 24.5% of the
fixes included a test case; developing an automatic tool that provides a historical distribution of bugs can support
maintainers in their work by enhancing bugs prevention.

The research provides an analysis and categorization of bugs in the Moby configuration management system. The
work adds a new perspective to the literature on the topics of both bugs analysis and configuration management
systems and can be used as a starting point for further studies.

1 Introduction
Understanding bugs is important in order to observe the nature of complex systems [8]. If the origin of bugs is compre-
hended, software engineers can be educated such that a bug can be prevented or detected. This can be accomplished
by eventually building heuristic tools that will enhance the quality of software systems [15].

Previously conducted research on the topic gives a set of tools that can be used as a starting point for this project.
The work from Zhao et al. in 2017 provides an empirical methodology to conduct a study about the characteristics
of change types in bug fixing code. The applied method helps gain deeper insights into change types under three
perspectives: across projects, across domains and across versions [38]. Another relevant research by Wang et al. in
2018 provides an additional layer to add to the methodology that analyzes multi-entity bug fixes in terms of their
frequency, composition, and semantic meanings. After extracting commonalities from the identified dependencies be-
tween bugs, it will also be possible to draw recurring patterns [36]. The work by Chaliasos et al. from 2021 focused on
the classification of typing-related compiler bugs in terms of their symptoms, root causes, fixes size and reproducibility
[8]. The study provides an empirical methodology that can be built upon in order to gather, filter and categorize bugs
for Moby. However, previous works by Hintsch et al. [20] and by Ali et al. [1] suggest that bugs analysis methodologies
have not been applied as thoroughly to containers oriented software or to configuration management systems.

This study aims to analyze and characterize previously reported bugs in the Moby configuration management system.
Moby is an open framework that provides a modular configuration of many standard components that can be assem-
bled to create specialized container systems [28]. This research focuses on categorizing the symptoms, the triggers, the
impact and the fixes of bugs in Moby by answering the following research questions: (1) What are the symptoms of
these bugs?, (2) What are the root causes of these bugs?, (3) What is their impact?, (4) How do developers fix these
bugs?, (5) Are these bugs system dependent?, (6) What triggers these bugs?

Applying and expanding bugs analysis methodologies in the context of a configuration management system that
focuses on containers can provide an additional perspective on how to study and categorize software bugs. This study
contributes to providing additional resources to the literature about configuration management systems as well devel-
oping a heuristic approach that can serve as a starting point for further research on the topic.

In section 2 the research terms and concepts are introduced to support the reader in the understanding of the work.
Section 3 discusses the research questions that the paper aims to answer and the research practices that were followed.
In section 4 the main contributions that this research makes to the topic are outlined and the techniques used for bugs
analysis are contextualized to containers oriented systems. Section 5 discusses the results obtained from the analysis
and classification of bugs in Moby and draws common patterns between them. Section 6 highlights the main insights
and takeaways from the research as well as possible threats to its validity. Section 7 draws a critical comparison of
the performed work to existing related research. In section 8 the responsible research practices that were followed are
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illustrated as well as how the obtained results can be reproduced. Finally, an overview of the findings and the key
points of the research is provided in the conclusion as well as a discussion of future improvements.

2 Concepts
The goal of this research is to study and characterize bugs in the Moby configuration management system. Before
discussing the research steps in detail, it is important to explain the main concepts and terminology that the work
builds upon. This will give the reader a better understanding of the applied methodologies and results.

This section aims to provide a brief background of the main terminology that is used in the research. The con-
cepts of configuration management systems and bugs analysis are described in subsections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively.
Subsection 2.3 illustrates the key characteristics of Moby and container systems in general.

2.1 Configuration Management Systems
Configuration management systems are a key part of the engineering process of establishing and maintaining perfor-
mance and functionalities of a product consistently throughout its life-cycle. To achieve these goals, automation is a
key factor as it introduces checks and redundancies that help reduce human errors in the configuration of a system.
This is very important when it comes to the configuration management of large systems as errors can compromise
performance and lead to inconsistencies that impact business operations and security [30].

As the complexity of a software system increases, so does the difficulty of preventing, identifying and fixing pos-
sible errors [22]. It is therefore important to keep a clear track of the bugs that occur in a setting like a configuration
management system. This will allow these software products to be safe to use, scalable and stable [12].

2.2 Bugs Analysis
In a software system, a failure is identified as a component that is not behaving as expected. The flaw of the component
that caused the failure is defined as a bug. It is important to note that a bug in the source code does not necessarily
lead to a failure as that part of the code might not be executed [4].

A comprehensive study of bugs relies on three main factors: bugs details reported by users and developers, open
access to source code and detailed documentation of the system being analyzed [25]. The process of bugs analysis
starts from gathering the reported bugs in a database where they can then be retrieved and classified. This allows
software engineers to understand where the bugs are coming from and the issue that led to this flaw. The goal is to
reduce the identified types of bugs in future phases of a project [31].

2.3 Moby
Moby is an open framework created by Docker that allows the creation of specialized container systems [28]. A con-
tainer is a lightweight virtualization of an operative system that isolates and defines one or more processes. Inside
a container, the processes can be viewed as the owners of the entire system [26]. Moby provides a modular set of
many standard components and a framework for assembling them into custom platforms; the most popular example
is Docker [29].

A study by Ahmet et al. in 2020 highlighted the hardship of properly identifying vulnerabilities in complex set-
tings involving huge numbers of containers, without a proper methodology [16]. As container based systems are
increasing in popularity, with a projection of 90% of enterprises running them in production by 2026 [19], it is impor-
tant to provide more tools and heuristics that can be applied to improve bugs detection and prevention. This will also
offer additional support to researchers as they will need to maintain a clear view on the evolution of containers based
technologies [33].

3 Methodology
The process of studying bugs in the Moby configuration management system started with defining the research ques-
tions that needed to be answered. This was followed by planning the steps needed to carry out the work.
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This section aims to illustrate the research questions and sub-questions that were defined (subsection 3.1) and the
step by step action plan that led to their answers (subsection 3.2) and formed the research methodology.

3.1 Research Questions
With the goal of studying known bugs and trying to find commonalities among them in the configuration management
system Moby, the research questions as listed below were answered. Each research question has been broken down
into sub-questions, which supported the research towards a complete solution for the topic [14].

1. What are the symptoms of these bugs?

(a) What are the most common symptoms of the bugs?

(b) What are the most frequent bugs?

2. What are the root causes of these bugs?

(a) Can we identify common patterns between bugs?

(b) What are the similarities between bugs?

3. What is their impact?

(a) What are the consequences of the bugs on the system?

(b) How critical is the bug on the system?

4. How do developers fix these bugs?

(a) What is the most common fixing strategy?

(b) What is the protocol in place to make a fix effective?

5. Are these bugs system dependent, i.e., do these bugs manifest regardless of the state of the underlying system?

6. What triggers these bugs?

(a) What are the circumstances of the bugs?

(b) How are the bugs reproduced?

3.2 Research Methodology
The first phase of studying bugs in Moby was the data gathering process, which allowed the creation of a data-set that
could be used for further steps. From a starting amount of 21378 issues and 22079 pull requests, the goal was to filter
out the ones related to actual bugs and their fixes. The result of this process produced a single source of information
where each bug is linked to its fix and such information provided insight for the research.

The first attempt of fetching bugs from the issue tracker in the Moby GitHub repository was based on using the
provided predefined labels used to mark issues and pull requests. Two labels are associated with bugs and their
fixes, "kind/bug" and "kind/bugfix" respectively. However this first iteration of data fetching produced disappointing
results as only 374 pull requests were associated with the label "kind/bugfix" and 29 with the label "kind/bug". On
the other hand, only 1 issue was labelled as "kind/bugfix" and 1555 as "kind/bug".

The discrepancy in the amount of results linked to bugs related labels led to a different approach. Instead of re-
lying only on predefined labels, the filtering of issues and pull requests was based on keywords applied to their title,
description and labels. The identification of these keywords was performed by analyzing the research topic and the
research questions in order to define the search concepts and constraints. Such concepts and constraints represent
words that limit the scope of the research and help streamline the information gathering process [13]. All the keywords
used are listed in section 4 under subsection 4.1.

The keywords based approach led to a much more satisfactory result of 2539 issues and 2539 pull requests. The
fact that both searches resulted in the same number of results supports the assumption that every issue that was
found represented a bug and was linked to a fix through a pull request. The gathered data was used as input for the
next phase of the research, the bugs analysis.
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The second phase of studying bugs in Moby was the analysis of the gathered bugs, which is the key step to an-
swer the research questions. The structure of this phase builds upon what is proposed by Chaliasos et al. in their
previous work from 2021 [8]. The bugs analysis was done in five iterations of 20 bugs each. After each iteration, the
categorization of the bugs was subject to peer review so the subjectivity aspect of this approach could be limited. The
outcomes of this process were also stored to a central data source.

The result from the analysis represents a categorization of the bugs that accounts for the elements outlined in the
research questions: symptoms, root causes, impact, fixes, system dependency and triggers. By answering the research
questions, a holistic view of bugs was built by analyzing if they were present in all configuration management systems
or only in some. This allowed the creation of a pattern for the analyzed bugs. The final results of the research were
then compared with those of existing work to draw critical feedback and arguments for improvement.

4 Experimental Setup
As discussed in section 3, the study of bugs in Moby consisted in two phases: bugs collection and bugs analysis. Both
steps were performed following dedicated procedures that created the basis for this research to be reproduced and
expanded upon.

This section aims to illustrate the experimental setup by describing in detail the choices made during the data
collection process (subsection 4.1) and the reasoning behind the data analysis (subsection 4.2).

4.1 Collecting Bugs
The process of collecting bugs had the goal of creating a bugs database of about 2000 entries that could be used for
the next step of this research as well as becoming a starting point for future work. Moby issues and pull requests from
GitHub, the most popular code repository [5], provided the necessary insight about bugs and the respective fixes. At
the time the research was conducted, the Moby issue tracker counted 21378 issues and 22079 pull requests.

The first step of filtering the bugs and their fixes out of the full amount of issues and pull requests involved the
use of two labels predefined by the Moby developers: "kind/bug" and "kind/bugfix". Table 1 shows the results of
this label based query. The outcome was disappointing due to the large discrepancy between the amount of bugs fixes
from closed pull requests (328) and the amount of bugs from closed issues (1163).

Filter # Open # Closed Total
is:pr label:kind/bugfix 46 328 374
is:pr label:kind/bug 0 29 29

is:issue label:kind/bugfix 1 0 1
is:issue label:kind/bug 392 1163 1555

Table 1: Predefined labels based filtering for pull requests (pr) and issues. Own work.

As the labels based filtering introduced the impossibility of correctly mapping bugs to their fixes, an alternative
solution was needed to retrieve information. As the core of this research revolves around "software bugs", the following
synonyms were defined: bug, glitch, error, flaw and failure. Using these keywords, a broader filtering was applied to
issues and pull requests by looking into their labels, titles and descriptions. Tables 2 and 3 show the results of this
keywords based filtering for issues and pull requests respectively.

Filter # Open # Closed Total
is:issue bug in:label,body,title 392 1163 1555

is:issue glitch in:label,body,title 3 2 5
is:issue error in:label,body,title 1424 6274 7698
is:issue flaw in:label,body,title 4 7 11

is:issue failure in:label,body,title 267 730 997

Table 2: Keywords based filtering for issues. Own work.
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From table 2 it can be seen that the good results obtained by the "kind/bug" label applied to the issues are still
present. On top of that, the use of synonyms allowed the retrieval of additional bugs which were described by them.
However, the keyword "error" provided a much higher amount of results as it is quite generic and the results associated
with it also overlapped with ones from other keywords. This was taken into account during the issues filtering process
and the "error" keyword was given lower priority than the other ones.

Filter # Open # Closed Total
is:pr bug in:label,body,title 68 509 577

is:pr glitch in:label,body,title 0 1 1
is:pr error in:label,body,title 49 2448 2497
is:pr flaw in:label,body,title 0 9 9

is:pr failure in:label,body,title 8 468 476

Table 3: Keywords based filtering for pull requests (pr). Own work.

The keywords filtering applied to pull requests produced much better results than the labels one as it can be seen
in table 3. The "bug" and "failure" keywords, applied to a broader scope, returned a much higher amount of pull
requests that could be identified as bugs fixes. Similarly to the issues, the generic "error" keyword produced many
more results and it was therefore given a lower priority in the pull requests filtering process.

The filtering of issues and pull requests from GitHub, the data preparation and the database insertions were all
performed through a python script that was developed for this research. This part of the experiment relied on the
fact that a MySQL database was provided to store the data. A few steps were needed to produce the final data-set.

The first step included the creation of two database tables to store data for issues and pull requests respectively.
The retrieval of data from GitHub was performed using Perceval, a python module that offers dedicated functionali-
ties for this kind of software development analysis [11]. As Perceval uses the GitHub API, the amount of information
it returns is quite sizeable [10] and not all of it was needed for this research.

From the data model that Perceval returned, only the following information was kept for issues and pull requests
respectively: unique identifiers, common identifiers, title, description, GitHub urls, creation date, closure date, update
date, status, labels and the number of comments, commits, additions, deletions and changed files. This was then
reflected in the schema of the issues and pull requests tables in the database.

The second step was the actual data retrieval from GitHub using the developed python script that leveraged the
Perceval functionalities. The data received for both issues and pull requests was then filtered using the keywords
approach described above. Superfluous information was then removed to match the database schema before the data
was added to the respective table. In this step, only the issues and the pull requests that were "closed" were taken
into account since this research focuses on analyzing bugs with an existing fix. A total of 2539 issues and pull requests
were added to their database tables.

The third step produced a unique table that reflected the schema of the issues and pull requests tables and in-
cluded the information about bugs (from the issues table) and their respective fixes (from the pull requests table).
To achieve this, an inner join query was performed between the issues and pull requests tables using the common
identifier as the related column [35]. With a small number of entries being bugs that were not linked to a fix, this
resulted in a final table of 2400 bugs linked to their fix.

The fourth and last step focused on removing false positives from the data-set which were represented by: entries
where no fix occurred (0 as changed files value) and entries with missing title, description and/or labels as they would
not provide useful information. This resulted in 2285 bugs with a fix stored in the database. Therefore the goal of
creating a data-set with about 2000 entries was achieved.

4.2 Analyzing Bugs
The analysis of the collected bugs for the Moby configuration management system was performed through manual
inspection. From the total of 2285 bugs a random sample of 100 was selected to be analyzed. This choice was taken
since the manual analysis was a time consuming approach and it was not feasible to go through the whole data-set
because of the time constraints of the research.
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Building upon the work by Chaliasos et al. from 2021, the bugs analysis was peer reviewed by three other re-
searchers during the process [8]. The task was spilt into five iterations of 20 bugs taken from the random sample of
100 bugs. During these iterations, bugs were assigned categories to label their symptoms, root causes, impact, fixes,
system dependency and triggers. At the end of each iteration, the results were peer reviewed, discussed and adjusted
if needed. This step was important to minimize the subjectivity aspect of the manual inspection that could have led
to biases in the classifications.

The manual analysis of each bug was performed by inspecting their bug reports provided in the GitHub issue tracker.
Bug reports are an important part of software development as they document the occurrence of defects alongside
their severity and priority of fixing. A clear classification of bugs through their reports can improve efficiency in their
detection and prevention as well as the overall software maintainability [24]. The categories that were identified during
the bugs analysis are related to each research question and provided the necessary information to answer them. The
following categories were defined for each element outlined in the research questions.

RQ1 - Symptoms: A symptom shows how a user understands that something is going wrong in the configura-
tion management system while using it [8].

• Unexpected Run-time Behavior (URB): This manifests when the system is executing its tasks, however no
crash is involved. These bugs can be related to: containerized applications run-time executions (Container Im-
age Behavior Error, URBCIBE); erroneous parsing of the user input (Configuration Does Not Parse as
Expected, URBCDNP); faulty configuration in the target machine (Target Misconfiguration, URBTM).

• Misleading Report (MR): This appears when the configuration management system emits a false warning
or a false error message. This includes errors and warnings that are not clear enough to understand the bugs
origin.

• Unexpected Dependency Behavior Error (UDBE): This shows when there is an error related to a depen-
dency of the configuration management system.

• Performance Issue (PI): Characterized by the system using too much time and memory resources.

• Crash (C): This occurs when the system experiences a crash. It can relate to: feature not functioning due
to module/non-core errors (Feature/Sub-Feature Non Functional, CFNF); core component task execu-
tion (Execution Crash, CEC); configuration parsing (Configuration Parsing Crash, CCP); environment
specific errors related to the underlying operative system (Environment Related Error, CERE).

RQ2 - Root Causes: Root causes help identify the reasons of defects or failure events. Once this becomes clear, the
bug can be fixed at its source [7].

• Container Image Life-Cycle Bug (CILB): This concerns bugs that are pertinent to an image expected
life-cycle, from its creation to its demotion.

• Error Handling & Reporting Bugs (EHRB): This shows when an error is correctly identified, but its
handling and reporting does not produce the expected results.

• Misconfiguration Inside The Code-Base (MC): The code-base contains either an incorrect default value
configuration (MCDV) or dependency configuration (MCDP).

• Target Machine Operations (TMO): This occurs in the server side of the system and relates to: faulty
file-system operations (TMOFS); dependencies issues (TMOD); fetching values failure (TMOFTMF); con-
figuration parsing issues (TMOPI); erroneous instructions translation (TMOITE).

• Controller Machine Operations (CMO): This shows in the controller side of the system and relates to: faulty
statements execution (CMOEP); connections issues (CMOCONP); configuration parsing errors (CMOPI).

RQ3 - Impact: The more critical the bug is, the more dangerous the consequences on the software system are [18].
The impact level can affect specific edge cases only (Low), prevent the running system to perform some important
tasks (Medium) or terminate the system operations and prevent it from functioning (High).

From a user’s perspective the bugs impact can have multiple consequences: container operations crash (CNTOC);
security hazard (SH); performance degradation (PD); logs reporting failure (LOGRTF); target system configuration
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failure (TCFC), inaccurate (TCIA) or incomplete (TCIN).

RQ4 - Fixes: The work by Zhao et al. from 2017 provided a fine grained classification of bug fixing activities
based on code changes [38]. On top of this work, the changed entities definitions by Wang et al. from 2018 were also
applied [36]. These categories were used and expanded in this research to define the bugs fixes from the analyzed data
sample both on a code and conceptual level.

On the code level, the following categories identify the changes that were made to the actual lines of code: change on
data declaration (CDDI); change on assignment statement (CAS); add class (AC); remove class (RC); change class
(CC); add method (AM); remove method (RM); change method (CM); invoke method (IM); change loop statement
(CLS); change branch statement (CBS); change return statement (CRS).

On a conceptual level, the following categories relate to broader areas of the system the fix targeted: fix execution
(FEC), parser (FPC) or connectivity (FCC) components; expand execution (EEF), parser (EPF) or connectivity
(ECF) features; change dependencies (CDEP), system structure (CSS) or configuration (CCONF); fix diagnostic
messages to user (DDM).

RQ5 - System Dependency: Moby bugs reports provided information about the underlying operative system
and eventually specified if the issue was system related (Dependent) or not (Independent).

RQ6 - Triggers: A trigger describes how a bug was introduced to the system. This can be related to many
factors like human errors or system design errors, for example [8].

• Logic Errors (LE): This relates to defects in logic or branching of a procedure.

• Algorithmic Errors (AE): This is identified from a wrong implementation of an algorithm or when a wrong
algorithm was used.

• Configuration Errors (CE): A configuration error is one of the major causes of a system failure. For example,
an error in the immutable description of dependencies through file declaration can introduce a failure in every
created instance of the system [3]. Configuration parameters, dependencies and components compatibility are
the most common errors in this category [37].

• Programming Errors (PE): This relates to errors caused by a programmer such as out-of-bounds array
accesses or accesses to null references, for example.

Alongside trigger errors, how users can reproduce the bugs was summarized in the following categories: command line
inputs (CLIC) that can be container (CLICCC) or module (CLICDMO) specific; environment setup (ENVS);
faulty dependency usage (FDEPU); operative system specific executions (OSSE); test cases (TC); specific invocation
(SI) of target machine operations (SITMCE), internal modules (SIIMI), custom modules (SICMI), target machine
parsing (SITMRP) or configuration parsing (SICRP).

5 Experimental Results
The bugs analysis process allowed the classification of the 100 sampled bugs for the Moby configuration management
system. From the collected data it was possible to extract the experiment results in line with the research question.

The goal of this section is to provide the answer for the six research questions this research aims to address. Each
subsection discusses the results regarding bugs symptoms (5.1), root causes (5.2), impact (5.3), fixes (5.4), system
dependency (5.5) and triggers (5.6).

5.1 RQ1 - What are the symptoms of these bugs?
From figure 1 it can be seen that the most common symptoms are related to unexpected run-time behaviors (URB),
crashes (C), misleading reports (MR) and unexpected dependency behaviors (UDBE). The majority of URB bugs
were linked to container images (URBCIBE) and configuration issues (URBCDNP and URBTM). Crashes occurred
more frequently in environment related errors (CERE) compared to execution ones (CEC).

MR bugs were mostly related to ambiguous error messages thrown when an operation failed. This included no
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Figure 1: Distribution of symptoms found in the 100 sampled bugs from Moby. Own work.

error message at all, which leaves no useful details about the bug. In terms of UDBE bugs, the modular nature of
Moby might be a factor for their prevalence. As Moby relies on dependencies such as containerd and linuxkit [21], a
bug thrown from them will affect Moby operations as well. Regarding the performance issue bugs (PI), the small de-
tected amount did not lead to any relevant conclusion besides that bugs in Moby do not seem to affect its performance.

It is important to underline how Moby can be used to create custom container images [21]. The URBCIBE symptom
covers 18% of the bugs sample and shows that a container has been created successfully, but it does not behave as
expected. Getting unexpected results from one of the system core features can lead to further problems. It is therefore
recommended to strengthen the validation process of created containers with additional testing.

5.2 RQ2 - What are the root causes of these bugs?

Figure 2: Distribution of root causes found in the 100 sampled bugs from Moby. Own work.

Figure 2 shows that the most common root cause is related to misconfigurations (MC). Misconfiguration of dependen-
cies (MCDP) took the vast majority of this share, which implies that the versioning, import and usage of dependencies
in the code-base is faulty. This is in line with what was observed in 5.1 as MCDP bugs can be the root cause of symp-
toms like UDBE, URB and Crashes.

Additionally, as a consequence of the MR symptoms, error handling (EHRB) is one of the most common root causes of
bugs. This means that the reporting of an error is faulty and the system cannot properly address the bug to the user.
Root causes linked to controller execution problems (CMO) are also a reflection of of the URB and Crashes symptoms
as they represent errors occurring when performing tasks. Similar considerations can be applied to the relation be-
tween URBCIBE symptoms and container image life-cycle (CILB) root causes as they both highlight problems about
containers. Lastly, the low detection of the target machine operation (TMO) root cause did not lead to any relevant
conclusion.
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5.3 RQ3 - What is their impact?
Figure 3 shows how most of the analyzed bugs are critical to the correct functioning of system. This is very likely due
to the granular nature of Moby, which relies on the correct functioning of all its modules to perform flawlessly as a whole.

From the bugs, the user experiences mostly target operation failures (TCFC), which leave him/her unable to use
Moby to complete a task. Logs reporting failure (LOGRTF) is also a relevant consequence as it relates to any error
that does not report information correctly leaving the user with little knowledge about the issue. The occurrence
of container crashes (CNTOC) continues the pattern noticed with symptoms and root causes about issues in one of
Moby’s core features. Reports found about experiencing performance degradation (PD) and security hazards (SH)
were included in the results but did not lead to relevant conclusions.

Figure 3: Distribution of bugs consequences in the 100 sampled bugs from Moby related to their impact. Own work.

5.4 RQ4 - How do developers fix these bugs?

Figure 5: Left: Distribution of code fixes in the 100 sampled bugs from Moby. Right: Distribution of conceptual
fixes in the 100 sampled bugs from Moby. Own work.

As the left side of figure 5 shows, the majority of the fixes in Moby involve small changes in terms of lines of code.
This is reflected by the high number of changes on branch statements and assignment statements. On the right side
of figure 5 it can be seen how the fixes were applied on a conceptual level on specific areas of Moby. Most of the fixes
aimed to correct errors in execution components, which is in line with how users mostly experience bugs as operation
failures (5.3). The relevant amount of changes in dependencies and in diagnostic messages is also in line with what
was discussed in 5.2 and 5.3.
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5.5 RQ5 - Are these bugs system dependent?
Bugs in Moby resulted in a slight majority being system independent as can be seen from the left side of figure 7. The
right side of the figure shows the distribution of the operative systems in the analyzed bugs. It can be observed how
Linux is the system with the largest percentage of reported bugs compared to Windows and MacOS, however bug
reports usually listed Linux generically without specifying the distribution. Therefore only bugs with explicit mention
of an operative system version are likely related to it.

Figure 7: Left: Distribution of system dependency in the 100 sampled bugs from Moby. Right: Distribution of
operative system dependency in the 100 sampled bugs from Moby. Own work.

5.6 RQ6 - What triggers these bugs?

Figure 9: Left: Distribution of error triggers in the 100 sampled bugs from Moby. Right: Distribution of bugs
reproductions in the 100 sampled bugs from Moby. Own work.

The left side of figure 9 shows how the triggers distribution is quite balanced across the categories. Configuration
errors (CE) and logic errors (LE) represent the most common bugs triggers. This is in line with the results obtained for
the bugs fixes (5.4). Programming errors (PE) and algorithmic errors (AE) were also considered in line with previous
findings about the bugs fixes.

On the other hand, bugs reproducibility in Moby is quite diverse as the right side of figure 9 illustrates. Test
cases (TC) execution can be found in only 24.5% of the analyzed bugs, meaning that fixes were mostly not added
together with a proper check. Other relevant characteristics are command line operations (CLIC), such as container
specific command (CLICCC) and module specific execution (CLICDMO). Specific invocations (SI), configuration of
dependencies (FDEPU) and executions in specific operative systems (OSSE) are also large percentages of the results.

The diversity in how bugs are reproduced can be seen as a consequence of the lack of test cases provided with
the fixes. This means that users need to follow specific setups and instructions in order to be in the position to trigger
the bug again, which is much less convenient than just running the Moby test suite.
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6 Discussion
As the analysis and characterization of bugs in the Moby configuration management system is a very specific goal,
it is also important to contextualize this study in a broader perspective. The aim of this section is to discuss the
insights and main takeaways from the results of this research (subsection 6.1) as well as the threats to the validity of
its methodology and results (subsection 6.2).

6.1 Insights and Main Takeaways

Figure 10: Distribution of bugs symptoms in the 100 sampled bugs from Moby related to their root causes. Own
work.

Interpolating symptoms and root causes gives an overview of how each bug symptom manifests itself. It can be ob-
served from figure 10 that each symptom tends to have a major root cause related to it, therefore bugs usually appear
following some patterns. This can support developers and researchers with the study and implementation of an addi-
tional dedicated test suite that Moby should run once a fix is submitted as a pull request. This test suite should be able
to generate enough cases to support the detection and prevention of bugs. For example, an URBCIBE bug could be
prevented by testing many containers actions and configuration settings and comparing them with the expected results.

As the right side of figure 9 reported, only 24.5% of fixes included a test case that could trigger the bug, which
means that reproducing bugs in Moby can be considered quite difficult overall. This is not an ideal setup for contribu-
tors to the Moby open source repository since it does not allow them to test fixes properly. On top of this, a fix could
also cause another bug that might not be triggered by the existing test suite before the changes are approved and
merged in the main branch. It is recommended to the Moby main maintainers to introduce stricter approval policies
for issues and pull requests, including: (1) presence of an existing issue that clearly describes the bug and how it
was triggered; (2) use of labels identifiers for bugs and bugs fixes; (3) presence of a structured description of the pull
request, including reference to the solved issue and how the fix was performed; (4) fixes must come with test cases so
the reviewers can trigger the bug easily to approve the changes.

Finally, as Moby is an open source project that went through significant refactoring through its lifetime [21], it is
important to avoid the same bugs pattern repetition at every big change. It is recommended to researchers to perform
a study on the history of bugs in Moby and develop a tool that shows how bugs appeared during the project lifetime
and which changes led to them. This will support the developers of Moby with preventing recurring bug patterns to
appear at every significant refactoring.

6.2 Threats to Validity
The validity of the research can be challenged by several considerations which represent threats of internal, external
and construct validity [34]. The manual analysis approach also could introduce doubts about the objectivity of the
reported results as the bugs classification was subject to the judgement of the researcher.
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A potential threat to internal validity is the collection criteria used for the bugs in the data gathering phase. As
the predefined labels filtering produced disappointing results, a keywords based approach was chosen instead. This
method is challenged by Chaliasos et al. in their work from 2021, where it is stated that a keywords based search can
lead to missing relevant bugs [8]. However, the amount of results gathered in the current research using the keywords
based filtering was in line with the initial requirement of 2000 bugs. On top of this, during the analysis of the bugs
sample, the small number of false positives found supported the case that the majority of the retrieved bugs was
relevant.

External validity can be undermined by the potential lack of representation of the bugs selected for the analysis
phase. The choice of picking a random sample was in line with the previous bugs studies by Zhao et al. from 2017
[38], Wang et al. from 2018 [36] and Chaliasos et al. from 2021 [8]. However, it is important to consider that Moby
went through a significant transition when the Docker team made the project open source in 2017 [21]. This means
that the distribution of bugs in the period that goes from 2017 to the time this research was performed could also be
dependent on that. As the research did not focus on the timeline underlying the different bugs, these considerations
did not impact the results. That being said, taking the time aspect into account can provide interesting material to
researches about the evolution of bugs in Moby.

The construct validity can be challenged by the subjectivity that the manual analysis of bugs could introduce. In
order to keep the results as objective as possible, each round of categorization was reviewed by other researchers. The
feedback gathered from other point of views was used to refine the categories and the classification of bugs. This
approach was in line with the methodology proposed by Chaliasos et al. in 2021 [8] and by Wang et al. in 2018 [36].

7 Related Work
The lack of previous literature about bugs analysis in configuration management systems led to the necessity of finding
bugs studies that focused on other areas [1] [20]. This section aims to discuss the most relevant works found to support
the research: Zhao et al. from 2017 [38], Wang et al. from 2018 [36] and Chaliasos et al. from 2021 [8].

The most similar work to this research in terms of methodology is the study by Chaliasos et al. from 2021, which
focuses on typing-related bugs in JVM compilers. The symptoms, root causes, fixes and triggers of bugs were defined
by studying a random sample of 320 bugs from Java, Scala, Kotlin and Groovy. The key findings of this work high-
lighted the following: (1) compile time errors and performance degradation are common symptoms for typing-related
bugs; (2) most of root causes relate to correctness issues in the core components of the compilers; (3) non-compilable
test cases contribute to causing bugs; (4) invalid programs are the most common trigger for typing-related bugs [8].

Although this research focuses on the Moby configuration management system, the methodology proposed by Chalia-
sos et al. provided a strong starting point and contributed significantly to the project setup. A key difference was the
choice of interpretation of bugs fixes. Chaliasos et al. analyze the fixes in terms of how the bugs are introduced and
what is the size of the changes [8]. In this research, the size of the fixes was considered together with a more fined
grained categorization that focused on the actual changes in the source code and project structure.

The work by Zhao et al. from 2017 focuses on change types in bug fixing code and provides a taxonomy to help
classify code changes. The following results were found: (1) interface related code is the most frequently changed
by bug fixes; (2) changes on function calls and branch statements are the most frequent; (3) changes on common
sub-types have similar trends [38]. The categorization of code changes based on data, computation, interface and
logic control was applied to the current research to better identify the fixes of bugs in Moby. The main difference
was the interpretation of interface related categories. Zhao et al. analyze interfaces as functions related faults based
on their definitions and calls [38]. In the current research, the interface category was subdivided using more specific
subcategories related to both functions and classes.

The work by Wang et al. from 2018 provides an empirical study of multi-entity changes in bug fixes by analyz-
ing their frequency, content and semantic meanings. The key findings of this work suggest that: (1) 66% to 76% of
changed entities in bug fixes are semantically related; (2) the most frequent bug fix is a change in a method definition;
(3) different fixes may still apply similar contents and method invocations [36]. The definition of a program entity as
a class or method alongside the fixes categories were adopted in the current research. This allowed a more detailed
categorization of the Moby interfaces bug fixes.
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8 Responsible Research
Research integrity is based on principles that guide the parties involved in the research, all of which are expected to
follow responsible research practices [23]. This section aims to discuss the ethical aspects of the conducted research,
the main responsible actions taken in the data gathering and the steps taken to ensure that the work is reproducible.

The study of bugs in Moby involved the processing of open source information from GitHub. The bugs and fixes
database and the results of the bugs analysis only contained information relative to the source code of Moby. How-
ever, the data retrieved as a whole from the GitHub API through the Perceval module included information about
the user that opened/closed the issue or pull request [10].

As the user details were not part of the scope for this research, the choice was to avoid their retrieval from the
beginning. This was done through the "–filter-classified" functionality of the Perceval module, which omits all classi-
fied information from the returned data [9]. As this research aims to provide a methodology that can be reused and
improved by other parties, the protection of user information has been a priority during this work.

The process of gathering bugs and analyzing them presented some disappointing results along the way which needed to
be understood and eventually improved. For example, the first iteration of labels based bugs gathering from GitHub
produced a much smaller number of results than anticipated. However, the keywords based approach provided the
number of results necessary, which has been carefully detailed in section 4. Full transparency in research is fundamen-
tal and negative outcomes must be presented as well [23]. A study by Fanelli in 2012 highlighted how more than 85%
of published studies claimed to have reached positive results, which raised doubts about scientific objectivity [17].

The reporting of the full process and the full results obtained during this research has been very important. Each
negative outcome was viewed as a key part of the process that allowed the research to achieve its goals as well as
providing more ground for further improvement. As future work can be built upon this research, providing both
positive and negative outcomes will enhance reproducibility. This is underlined in a study by Mehta in 2019, which
recommended that researchers must recognize all important work, irrespective of its outcome [27].

Reproducibility drives progress through different generations of scientists as they will be able to build on previ-
ous achievements [2]. A potential reproducibility crisis was discussed by Baker, whose 2016 study highlighted how
70% of researchers failed to reproduce experiments from others, and more than 50% failed to reproduce their own [6].
As computation became a key part of research, it also became less obvious how to reproduce the work based on the
text of papers and articles only. It is therefore important to respond to the potential reproducibility crisis by making
all details of the research computations easily available to other researchers [32].

This research was conducted with the goal to be reproducible and serve as ground for future work. The followed
methodology was explained in detail and broken down to each step, where both negative and positive outcomes have
been reported and explained. As data and computations represented a key part of the work, all the gathered bugs
and developed scripts have been made available through open source platforms. The bug entries and the analyzed
sample with the results are hosted on a public MySQL database, while the python scripts used for the computation
are available on GitHub alongside a detailed documentation.

As this research followed responsible research practices it is hoped that it will encourage and facilitate future work to
apply the research integrity principles and strive for transparency and reproducibility.

9 Conclusions and Future Work
The research aimed to analyze and characterize previously reported bugs in the Moby configuration management
system. To achieve this, bugs were categorized based on their symptoms, root causes, impact, fixes, system depen-
dency and triggers. The necessary bugs were collected through a filtering process of the Moby GitHub issues and pull
requests. On top of labels identifiers, specific keywords were used to avoid the missing of relevant data.

The categorization process focused on a random sample of 100 bugs taken from the collected ones and it was peer
reviewed by fellow researchers to reduce subjectivity as much as possible. The findings suggested that the most com-
mon symptoms for bugs in Moby are related to misleading errors reporting, containerized applications behavior and
errors from dependency modules. Root causes of bugs are mostly linked to faulty dependencies configuration, error
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handling and reporting, container images operations and Moby core component run-time execution. The impact that
bugs have on the system leads to wrong configuration of target machines and containerized applications as well as
problems in the logging mechanism. As Moby is a modular framework, bugs that appear in a module and compromise
its correct functioning will also impact the whole system as well. This is why the majority of Moby bugs can be
labelled as highly critical. The majority of bugs fixes in Moby involve small changes to the code including changes on
branch statements, value assignments, return statements and data initialization. The bugs were split between system
dependent and system independent, and most were identified in Linux although this might be misleading as no spe-
cific distribution was specified in the report in most cases. Finally, bugs tend to be triggered by logic, configuration,
programming and algorithmic errors. The reproducibility of the bugs is mostly related to command line operations
and specific modules execution.

The results from the research highlighted interesting main takeaways about Moby bugs and their behavior. Each
identified symptom is mostly linked to a specific root cause, which means that bugs usually appear following a pat-
tern. This can be used as a starting point to study and develop a dedicated test suite that can support the detection
and prevention of the most common bugs. On top of this, bugs in Moby are quite difficult to reproduce as only a small
percentage of the fixes included a test case. A more structured workflow for reporting and fixing bugs can improve
this problem. This includes adding detailed bugs report to GitHub issues, properly linking pull requests to issues and
setting the requirement of providing test cases alongside fixes.

The methodology proposed by this research about studying bugs in configuration management systems can be further
expanded and improved. The keywords based filtering provided the data needed for the analysis and resulted in a
small number of false positives. However this approach can become more sophisticated by training algorithms that
look at the bug reports as a whole rather than only looking at specific terminology. Another interesting addition to
the bugs analysis can be the study of the evolution of bugs over time. As projects can go through significant changes,
analyzing which bugs occur after major refactoring can help maintainers prevent them.

This research fulfilled its aim of providing an analysis and characterization of previously reported bugs in the Moby
configuration management system. On top of this, a methodology on which further work can be built was proposed
as well as insights that can support developers in identifying bugs. As literature on configuration management system
focused so far on performance rather than failures, this work provides an additional perspective in the field.
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